
INT EROFFICE MEM ORANDUM

TO: BURST GROUP

FROM: LEE SAMUEL FINN

SUBJECT: 29 JAN 2002 MINUTES

DATE: 1/30/02:

In attendance:

• CIT: Blackburn, Drever, Marka, Weinstein, Zweizig

• CSDH: Ganezer

• GSFC: Baker, Centrella

• LHO: Raab, Rauhkola, Sigg

• LLO/LSU: Adhikari, Daw, Giaime, Zotov

• Penn State: Finn, Stuver, Summerscales, Sutton

• MIT: Ballmer, Katsavounidis, Regimbau, Sylvestre

• Oregon: Leonor, Schofield

• Syracuse: Ageyev, Penn, Saulson

• UTB: Anderson

• UWM: Brady

1. Data Issues

o  “Playpen” or “Sandbox” data is now available for use. All search code
development or characterization, all pipeline development or
characterization, and all analysis strategy development or investigation
should use only this data. The remaining E7 data will be used for the final
analysis.

o  Detector characterization activities that do not involve AS_Q are not
restricted to sandbox data.

o  The MIT LDAS system will load the full set of sandbox frames. When a
set of RDS frames become available space will be made for them by
removing some of the full frames.
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o  Action: Saulson will circulate a list of data segments that have been
identified for use in developing search codes, pipelines and analysis
strategies.

o  Action: Marka wil l determine whether the sandbox data overlaps with
any gamma-ray burst and message the group with the results of his
check. If any sandbox data does overlap with a burst, that data will be
excluded from the burst group sandbox.

o  Action: All users of the MIT LDAS system will obtain from the
appropriate DSO authors the LDAS account appropriate for use with that
DSO, and use only that account when running jobs with that DSO.

2. Search & Simulation Working Group

o  A working group consisting of the DSO authors and developers (Brady,
Daw, Katsavounidis, Sylvestre), the leader of the external triggers effort
(Marka), the leader of the simulation effort (Weinstein), and Finn has
formed for the purpose of bringing the LDAS codes associated with the
searches to “E7/Final” status. E7/Final status denotes a stable, tagged
version of these search codes that will be used for these E7 analyses.
(Additional development may, of course, continue; however, the
E7/Final version marks the version used in this particular analysis, as
distinct from future analyses on this or other data.) This working group
will meet regularly on alternate Tuesdays 12:30 – 1:30 PM EST until the
E7/Final versions of the code have been completed. Interested observers
or participants should contact Sam to be placed on the mailing list.

3. Veto Development Working Group

o A working group chaired by Peter Saulson has been formed to develop a
veto strategy based on instrument and environmental data on the same
timescale as the development of the E7/Final LDAS search codes. This
group will hold its first meeting Wednesday, 29 Jan, at noon EST. The
minimum requirement for a veto strategy is that it be capable of
removing identifying the predominant “glitchy” behavior. Interested
parties should contact Peter Saulson for information on how to join this
group.

4. Event Tool

o  Daniel Sigg distributed a link to the event analysis tool that he and Ito
have been developing. No on on the telecon has had a chance to try it out
yet. Needed is a user team who will begin exercising the tool, gaining
experience in its use and providing feedback to Sigg and Ito.

o Action: Finn and Saulson will canvas the burst group and assemble a task
group that will begin working with this tool, to gain experience in its use
and provide feedback to Sigg and Ito.

5. External Triggers
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o  Marka reports that work is in progress and that a more complete report
will be forthcoming at the next burst group meeting

6. Overall planning

o  Kalogera has circulated an outline of an analysis paper. Burst group
members are encouraged to send comments directly to her.

o  Analysis Schedule: Saulson posed the question “What can we be in a
position to discuss and present at the March LSC meeting?” Finn
suggested that the search/sim effort should be in a position to describe
(likely preliminary) results of false rates and sensitivity of the different
search methods to, e.g., Z-M waveforms, damped sinusoids, etc., from
simulation runs, but that it was unlikely that we would be in a position to
discuss analyses of the actual data. In addition to (near) E7/Final versions
of the DSOs this would require (near) final versions of the vetos.

o  Analysis Schedule, take 2: Saulson posed the questions “Can we be in a
position to present an actual analysis, even if incomplete?” Brady argued
that we must set this as a requirement. Finn said he would feel better
about making this a requirement if we had in place today a user team
developing experience in the use of the event tool. Saulson suggested it
be a goal.

7. Other business

o  Raab reported that H2 was now between 5 and 10 times more sensitive
than during E7. The major improvement comes from having debugged
the common mode servo, which effectively diagonalizes many of the
other control loops in the system and also significantly reduces the
frequency noise.

8. Meeting adjourns.


